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PLEASE PLEASE ME_____________________________________
hey you
it’s only after dark, that you’re paralyzed
surprised
how hard it is to make only second place?
what would you say
if we made an exception just today?
please please me
please please me
i beg you please
for you
the only thing to do is to disappear
and still
the only thing you try is to be near
what can i say?
it’s too late,
it’s out of the question, just today
please please me
please please me
i beg you please
so today
i bet you’ll run away
so today
i bet you’ll run away

_____________DO WHAT YOU DO____________

we seem so small and still and gone
so blue, so blue from far
something’s right when nothing’s wrong
so true so true
so far

so true, so true
so far

i’ll let you go, let you do what you do
please let me know, that you do what you
do

i’ll let you go, let you do what you
please let me know, that you do what you
do

See your eyes so black and blue
so soft, so hard from far
something’s right when nothing’s wrong

do yeah what you do
do what you do
do what you do yeah
what you do, do what you do

i’ll let you go, let you do what you do
please let me know, that you do what you
do

________HESITATE______________________________________________
i could call you every tuesday
when the days of us have passed
when that place we shared in secret
was a peaceful world we both could understand
well, we’re continents apart
plate tectonics in our hearts
i could call you every monday
when it’s probably too late
if i only was much faster
and would get things right before everybody’s gone
well, we’re continents apart
plate tectonics in our hearts
and now the time is running late
but i can’t stop to hesitate
people always
people always
people always hesitate
people always, always, always
people always
people always hesitate

but you know the world

I could call you any day now
I’m sure you’ll understand

people always.....

well we’re continents apart
plate tectonics in our hearts
and now the time is running late
but I can’t stop to hesitate

_____________EVERYTHING IS GOOD________________________

everything is good
as long as i can stay out in the woods
everything is good
as long as i can stay out in the woods
i’d be the happiest someone
if you could ever see me
i’d be the happiest someone
if you could ever love me
i’d be the happiest someone
everything is good
as long as i can stay out in the woods
everything is good
as long as i can stay out in the woods

i’d be the happiest someone
if you could ever see me
i’d be the happiest someone
if you could ever love me
i’d be the happiest someone
if you could ever see me
i’d be the happiest someone
if you could ever see me cry
if you could ever see me cry
oh...
i’d be the happiest someone
if you could ever see me
i’d be the happiest someone
if you could ever see me cry
oh...

FEAR THE LIGHT________________________________________
we took off into the night
until the stars were fading
long ago and far away
when we started hiding

there’s a truth to every lie
you just have to want it
fools are better off inside
cause the lions fear the light
we’re better of inside
there’s no reason to forget

as long as we’re still fighting
will we ever figure out
how to stop the bleeding?

there’s a hole in every wall
as long as we keep talking
how we ever gonna learn
that the lions fear the light?
we’re better of inside
there’s a hole in every wall
as long as we keep talking
how we ever gonna learn that
lesson?
move on, move on, move on happily

move on, move on, move on
happily

____________SUBSTANCE_______________________________________

the thing that keeps us safe
is a little bit of substance
and substance is a fading thing
it appears in many shapes
in pills and love in jars or popsongs
substance is a fading thing
but it’s all so wrong
if we carry on
it’s not for very long
it doesn’t run that deep
if we carry on
it’s not for very long
it’s not the thing that comes for cheap
it’s the bitter stuff
that makes the body burn
the lack of substance’s pushing through
pushing through
pushing through
once i’m the the ride
there’s no blinking to my thinking
maybe i will learn someday
suddenly awake
everything seems oh so clear now
how could i assume that you would stay?
but it’s all so wrong....

THE SILENCE OF LOVE____________________________

life’s like a house of cards

hope’s in a cup made of china
it’s all going to fall apart
we’re lost in the silence ahead
so much more to say
but we’re lost in the silence instead
you’re long gone but treasured now
let’s paint that silence blue
SO DEAD CALM LIKE TODAY
YOU’VE NEVER BEEN IN YOUR WORDS BEFORE

hang on, it’s over soon
don’t stab me yet love
i’m bleeding out, anyway
there’s so much more to say
we’re lost in the silence instead
you’re long gone but treasured now
let’s paint that silence blue
there’s so much more to say
but we’re lost in the silence of love
we’re long gone but treasured now
let’s paint that silence blue
__________________LOOPS IN A JAR__________________

you don’t have to go
why don’t you just stay?
you don’t have to leave me

_______ROMANTIC ARCHEOLOGY_________________
hey, i only wanted to bind
what’s left to bind
i never thought you would mind, no no
well, there’s just a fragment i need
but i don’t have a degree
in your romantic archeology
archeology
my apologies
my apologies
now, we’re only relics and stones
hieroglyphics and bones
ancient thoughts on the phone, oh no
there’s just a fragment i need
but i don’t have a degree
in your romantic archeology
archeology
my apologies
my apologies

___________________PANIC_______________________________________
Well i tried and tried to pretend
that i was doing right
but i was going wrong
did i all that for nothing?
for nothing?

We are side by side still trying to talk
to each other but we don’t find words
did we all that for nothing?
for nothing?

NOW I’M SITTING INSIDE BUT
I DON’T WANNA HIDE
BUT YOU’RE GONE AND YOU’RE NOT COMING BACK
AND I FEEL LIKE I’M NOTHING
I SAID I’M NOTHING
ALREADY KNEW I’D MISS YOU
WHEN YOU WERE STILL AROUND
I COULDN’T SAY I LOVE YOU
WHEN YOU WERE STILL AROUND
ALREADY KNEW I’D MISS YOU

WHEN YOU WERE STILL AROUND
I COULDN’T SAY I LOVE YOU
WHEN YOU WERE STILL AROUND

